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David Eardley argues that the method used to break seniority ties in the 

Electrician classification at the Lordstown Assembly plant is irrational and 
discriminatory. 

 
FACTS 

 
David Eardley is classified as an Electrician at General Motors’ Lordstown 

Assembly plant.  Eardley’s GM Corporate seniority date is September 26, 1976.  He 
established a plant seniority date at Lordstown of January 7, 1985, pursuant to 
Appendix D-1 of the 1984 UAW-GM National Agreement after he transferred there from 
another location.1  Eardley entered the Electrician classification of the Lordstown plant 
on August 30, 1993, and that is his skilled-trades seniority date. 
                                                 
1 Appendix D-1 is included in Appendix A of the 2003 UAW-GM National Agreement as Paragraph IX.  
Eardley established his seniority at the Lordstown Plant pursuant to the following subsection of Paragraph 
IX: 

“A.  Employees who are moved to a secondary plant in accordance with this 
Memorandum, while retaining unbroken seniority in their base plant, shall establish 
seniority in such secondary plant as follows: 
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In 2004, Tim Tomaino transferred from a position in the WEMR classification at 

the Lordstown Plant to one in the Electrician classification pursuant to Paragraph (63)(b) 
of the National Agreement.2 Tomaino has a plant seniority date at Lordstown of 
September 26, 1977, and a skilled-trades entry date into the WEMR classification of 
August 30, 1993.3  After Tomaino transferred to the Electrician classification, Eardley 
attempted to use his entry date in the Electrician classification to bump Tomaino from 
the first shift to the second shift. 

 
Management refused to make the move because Tomaino had greater corporate 

seniority.  Initially, the Local Union took the position that Eardley should have been able 
to bump Tomaino, because he had more time in the Electrician classification.  However, 
in April 2004, International Representative Mark Kelly advised Local Shop Chairperson 
Ben Strickland that Tomaino retained his skilled-trades entry date of August 30, 1993, in 
the Electrician classification so that his earlier plant seniority date was controlling.4  Kelly 
explained that this was because the Electrician and the WEMR trades are considered 
related trades at the Lordstown location.  Kelly informed Strickland that the Electrician 
and the WEMR classifications had been established as related trades at the Lordstown 
location in 1971.5 

 
Based on Kelly’s ruling, the Local 1112 Shop Committee refused Eardley’s 

request for a grievance protesting Management’s failure to allow him to bump Tomaino 
on the first shift.6  Eardley appealed the Shop Committee’s decision to the Local Union 
membership on August 25, 2004.7  The membership considered the appeal at a meeting 
on September 12, 2004, and denied it.8 

 
Eardley appealed the membership’s decision to the International Executive 

Board (IEB) on September 30, 2004.  In support of his appeal, Eardley challenged 
International Representative Mark Kelly’s position on the proper way to resolve seniority 
ties in the Electrician classification.  Eardley argued that WEMRs should not be allowed 
to bring their skilled-trades seniority into the Electrician classification.  He stated: 

 
“…The WEMRs at our plant are using Appendix A to bring 
their seniority to the Electrical trade.  The WEMRs are not 

                                                                                                                                                             
1.  Employees with seniority dates of January 7, 1985, or earlier will establish an 
adjusted plant seniority date of January 7, 1985.” 

2 Record, p. 26. 
3 Record, p. 69. 
4 Record, p. 17. 
5 Record, p. 15. 
6 Record, p. 26. 
7 Record, pp. 20-21. 
8 Record, p. 25. 
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being displaced or in danger of losing their jobs.  They just 
transfer whenever we hire new Electricians off the street.  
Even WEMRs who apprenticed here as WEMRs are allowed 
to transfer.  I can understand Electricians transferring but not 
someone who stood up and picked their trade, then later, at 
their whim, decide they want to take their seniority to another 
trade.  GM has not put on any new WEMRs in the last 7 
years, yet they have gotten all of the new hired Electricians 
and we (Electricians) have received high-seniority, 
apprenticed WEMRs.  This has been a one way road for a 
long time, and now it needs to be stopped.”9 
 

Eardley insisted that WEMRs transferring into the Electrician classification should either 
be assigned a new skilled-trades seniority date, or else the Electricians who had 
transferred from other locations and established plant seniority dates pursuant to 
Appendix A ought to be allowed to use their corporate seniority dates to break ties with 
WEMRs. 
 

Presidential Administrative Assistant Bill Capshaw prepared a report to the 
International Executive Board (IEB) on President Gettelfinger’s behalf in response to 
Eardley’s appeal.  Capshaw addressed Eardley’s assertion that corporate seniority 
should be used as a tie breaker between skilled-trades employees with the same 
seniority date. Capshaw reported that Eardley based his argument on Paragraph IX, 
(A)(5) of Appendix A.  That paragraph provides as follows: 

 
“When two or more journeymen/women or E. I. T. S. 
employees establish the same date-of-entry in the same 
classification and plant pursuant to Paragraph (4) above, 
each employee’s longest unbroken seniority in that 
classification in any General Motors plant covered by the 
Agreement, will be used to determine seniority preference 
among such employees for all purposes applicable to that 
classification.” 
 

Capshaw pointed out, however, that this paragraph by its own terms only applies to 
employees who have established a skilled-trades date of entry of January 7, 1985, 
pursuant to Paragraph (4).  Capshaw stated that employees whose skilled-trades entry 
dates are subsequent to January 7, 1985, are governed by Paragraph IX, (A)(6), of 
Appendix A, which is silent concerning seniority tie breakers.  That Paragraph states: 
 

“Journeymen/women or E. I. T. S. employees with unbroken 
skilled-trades seniority dates or dates of entry subsequent to 
January 7, 1985, who are employed in the same or a related 

                                                 
9 Record, p. 29. 
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skilled trades classification, will establish that subsequent 
date as their date of entry in that classification.” 
 

Capshaw reported that the issue of tie breakers was addressed in the Educational 
Outline regarding Appendix D-1 that was distributed to all GM local unions in 1984.  
That document indicated that the local agreement should specify how ties would be 
broken between employees with the same skilled-trades entry dates subsequent to 
January 7, 1985.10  The 2003 Agreement between GM and Local 1112, UAW, provides 
in Section V, Paragraph (A)(1), as follows: 
 

 “Where two or more employees have the same date of entry 
in a skilled classification, their seniority shall be established 
by their plant seniority date.  In case skilled trades and plant 
seniority are the same, the longest unbroken seniority in that 
classification in any General Motors Plant covered by the 
UAW-GM National Agreement will be used, then they shall 
be listed alphabetically by their last name.”11 
 

Capshaw noted that Eardley’s plant seniority date is January 7, 1985.  Because this 
date was later than Tomaino’s, Capshaw ruled that Eardley’s appeal should be denied 
for lack of merit.12 
 

The IEB adopted Capshaw’s report as its decision on October 16, 2005. Eardley 
appealed to the Public Review Board (PRB) on November 10, 2005. 

 
ARGUMENT 

 
A. David Eardley: 

The Local Union is allowing WEMRs to use Appendix A to bring their seniority 
from the WEMR classification into the Electrician classification; yet, WEMRs are allowed 
to use what amounts to their corporate seniority date as a tie breaker.  I feel that once 
these employees transfer from one classification to another, they should be treated as 
though they came from another plant pursuant to Appendix A of the National 
Agreement.  

 

                                                 
10 The Educational Outline contains the following paragraph concerning seniority ties: 

“3. The Paragraph (188) calculation is not used to break any seniority tie that may exist 
for post-January 7, 1985, employees. 
   (a) The rules for braking seniority ties as contained in the local seniority agreement 
controls.”  (Record, p.2) 

11 Record, p. 14. 
12 Record, p. 53. 
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The International Union states that we must refer to the Local Agreement to 
break seniority ties.  The introductory paragraph to Section V of the Local Contract 
states: 

 
“Seniority of Skilled Trades Journeypersons shall be by non-
interchangeable occupational groups and Area Manager 
areas, currently defined as Body, Paint, General Assembly 
and Central Facilities.”  
 

To me, this means that WEMRs cannot take their seniority in the WEMR classification 
into another classification.  This is confirmed in Paragraph (3) of Section V, which 
states: 
 

“When a qualified Journeyperson(s) is transferred from one 
skilled classification to another, for any reason, in which the 
employee is also a fully qualified Journeyperson(s), there 
shall be no loss of seniority.  The employee will retain their 
(sic) skilled-trades date of entry in the classification from 
which they (sic) were transferred and will have a new date of 
entry in the second classification.” 
 

This shows that the WEMRs should take a new date of entry when transferring to the 
Electricians trade, even though they keep their original date of entry in the WEMR 
classification in case they want to transfer back to that classification.  
 

The International Union remarks that WEMRs have been transferring into the 
Electrician classification at our plant for the last three decades.  That is true, but now the 
rest of the story.  For the first 29 years all of the transferees have been card carrying 
Electricians.  Now apprentice WEMRs are being allowed to transfer into the Electrician 
classification.  These are not Electricians.  They have closer ties to the Pipefitter 
classification. 

 
All of this was debated in 1999, and it was decided that Paragraph (190) of the 

National Agreement should be used to break seniority ties between Journeypersons 
with the same date of entry.  On March 11, 1999, Region 2 Representative Bob 
Wickline wrote to Shop Chairman Larry Wilkins: 

 
“In the event two or more Journeymen or E. I. T. S. 
employees establish the same date of entry pursuant to the 
aforementioned appendix and it becomes necessary to 
break a seniority ‘tie,’ the date used for determining vacation 
pay as outlined in Paragraph (190) of our present National 
Agreement will control for all purposes.” 
 

Appendix A and Paragraph (190) have not changed since Wickline wrote this letter.   
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To recap my position, I do not believe we should be allowing WEMRs to carry 
their skilled-trades seniority into the Electricians classification at all.  They should be 
assigned a new date of entry.  If they are going to be allowed to carry their seniority with 
them, however, they should not be allowed to use their corporate dates to break ties, 
unless all employees in the classification are allowed to use their corporate dates.   

 
B.  International Union, UAW: 

The question raised by this appeal is simply how to break a seniority tie when 
two skilled-trades employees have the same date of entry in the classification, which is 
subsequent to January 7, 1985.  While Eardley claims that the WEMR date of entry 
should not control for a position in the Electrician classification, he cannot deny that the 
WEMR classification and the electrician classification have been deemed to be related 
classifications at the Lordstown plant for more than fifteen years.  Eardley presents no 
reason why the decision to establish these trades as related trades should be 
challenged.  The WEMR date of entry does apply to positions in the Electrician 
classification, because the trades are related. 

 
The Local contract states that plant seniority should be used to break seniority 

ties between employees with the same skilled-trades date of entry, which is subsequent 
to January 7, 1985. Eardley’s plant seniority date is January 7, 1985.  Tomaino has a 
plant seniority date of September 26, 1977.  It is clear that Eardley has less plant 
seniority than Tomaino, and therefore the Local acted correctly when it refused to 
process Eardley’s grievance, because the grievance had no merit. 

 
The Public Review Board has no authority to overrule the International Union’s 

application of contract provisions.  Furthermore, Eardley has not presented any 
evidence that the resolution of this matter was influenced by fraud, discrimination or 
collusion with management.  Therefore, the PRB should uphold the decision of the IEB. 

 
C. David Eardley, rebuttal: 

The International Union states that I have not cited any violation of the National 
or Local Agreements.  They have not cited any contractual justification for allowing the 
WEMRs to carry all of their skilled-trades seniority into the Electrician classification.  
The Local contract language I cited clearly requires employees transferring between 
trades to take a new date of entry.  

 
DISCUSSION 

 
The method used by Local Union 1112 to break seniority ties in skilled-trades 

classifications is consistent with the UAW-GM National Agreement and the local 
collective bargaining agreement.  As Administrative Assistant Capshaw explained in his 
report to the IEB, where employees have a skilled-trades entry date subsequent to 
January 7, 1985, the local seniority agreement is used to break ties.  The local 
agreement in this case provides that the employee’s plant seniority date will be used to 
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break seniority ties in skilled-trades classifications.  This is the rule that was applied to 
deny Eardley the right to bump Tomaino on the first shift.  Use of plant seniority dates is 
an entirely reasonable method to break seniority ties in skilled-trades classifications.  
There is no evidence or claim that this rule is being applied unfairly.  

 
Eardley complains that employees from the WEMR classification are being 

allowed to bring their skilled-trades seniority into the Electrician classification to the 
disadvantage of Electricians.  He points to language in the local agreement that requires 
employees transferring from one skilled classification to another to establish a new date 
of entry in the new classification.  That language is not applicable to an employee 
moving from a position in the WEMR classification to a position in the Electrician 
classification at the Lordstown plant, however, because the WEMR and the Electrician 
classifications are related at this location.  In accordance with Paragraph (178a) of the 
UAW-GM National Agreement, a WEMR at Lordstown is the same as an Electrician; 
time spent in the WEMR classification is the equivalent of time spent in the Electrician 
classification for seniority purposes.13  In other words, WEMRs are not being permitted 
to bring their seniority into the Electrician classification; they already have established 
seniority in the Electrician classification by virtue of time spent in a related classification. 

 
Eardley’s appeal essentially challenges the establishment of the WEMR and 

Electrician trades as related trades at the Lordstown plant.  The decision of the Union 
and GM to treat trades as related is based on the particular circumstances and history 
of those trades at the location.  Such decisions are a matter of bargaining policy and are 
therefore not subject to our review unless it can be shown that the policy derives from 
impermissible motivations such as fraud, collusion, or discrimination or is otherwise 
devoid of a rational basis.14  Eardley has made no such showing.   

 
The decision of the IEB is affirmed. 
  

                                                 
13 Paragraph (178a) of the 2003 UAW-GM National Agreement provides, in pertinent part, as follows: 

“Journeymen/women in an apprenticeable classification will be considered to be 
journeymen/women classified in the classification(s) for which they are qualified and 
which is (are) related to that apprenticeable classification, in the application of Paragraph 
(174).” 

14 Rivett v. Local Union 699, UAW, 9 PRB 391 (1998), and Berryman et al. v. UAW International Skilled 
Trades Department, PRB Case No. 1236, (1998). 


